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“You see all those cooling pipes up there?” In the middle of a noisy, busy room of 
iterators and innovators, BT's Chief Scientist JP Rangaswami paused for context. 
“We needed those 50 years ago, when the first ever silicon chip was made on the 
floor right above us. There is a history of ground-breaking ideas in this place”.  
 
The place was Adastral Park, BT's sprawling research and development laboratory 
in the rural wilds around Ipswich - a mini-city of monumental communication towers, 
hydrogen tanks and cavernous hangars (like this one). The event was a three-day 
session for their Design and Innovation Leadership Group, with executives pulled in 
from across the globe. And the topic seemed obvious, if not elemental, for the 
company: how do we re-imagine voice as a commercial opportunity, in the current 
information environment?   
 
At the back of the hall, a marketing display from BT's Heritage department showed 
how natural this challenge was: a hundred years of exhortations to “come to the 
phone”, in order to improve marriages, speed up business (“baker, butcher, 
chemist, dairy, draper”), assuage the lonely and enable the voluble.  
 
But at the front, BT's Chief Executive for Innovation and Design, Clive Selley, 
began the event by making it clear that this historic identity, bringing fixed-line 
services to national households - the image of “granny's telephone” - was only one 
element in a vast grid of services, platforms and technologies on offer from BT.  
 
When the sheer density and spread of BT's portfolio is laid out – not just in voice, 
but in the provision of broadband services, and in structurally enabling data 
connectivity across mobile and internet – it's startling to the outside observer: a 
comprehensive, multi-functional 21st century network, serving a complex lattice of 
businesses, governments and consumers. But within all this, where does the 
elemental fact of telephony – that is, voices hearing each other at a distance – 
actually sit?  
 
As JP Rangaswami made clear, the contemporary truth about voice in telephony is 
that it's following the same route as text and image in the age of the internet – that 
is, becoming a copyable and taggable item, flowing across open networks, and thus 
able to pop up in every corner of our interactive lives. All commercial telecoms 
providers already have enough to contend with in terms of the challenge of “free” - 
for example Skype and Google's no-cost peer-to-peer service, and the general 
spread of voice-over-internet-protocol (Voip) in business.  
 
From another front, the continuing advance of mobile smartphones isn't just 
transferring voice usage to individuals on the move, causing (in markets like the 



US) a precipitous fall in direct domestic and business lines.i These phones very 
“smartness” is displacing the function of voice itself in the device. With text 
exchange on phones migrating from simple SMS to MMS to the content-hungry 
enticements of social network apps, the thumb is crowding out the larynx as the 
human organ we use to maintain our complex webs of social relationships.  
 
In a sense, the images and texts passing through a smartphone have become 
suffused with the power of speech: they are intimate, near instantaneous, allowing 
experiences to be shared, complex messages to be conveyed. But the user can 
now manage this “multi-media speech”, maintain distance and control, regard it as 
both information and emotion interchangeably.  
 
So the importance of the voice is not diminishing in contemporary communications. 
But it is transforming and mutating, in a field crowded with many other kinds of 
media able to convey intimacy, and increasingly defined as 'social' (and sociable).  
 
One of the fascinating elements of the BT Vox sessions was the presence of a 
digital communications platform which promised to be the very “nervous system” 
that would make these transmutations possible: BT's Ribbit. Ribbit enables the 
translation of voice to text, and (soon) text to voice: and each data-element is 
transferrable across a smart network that can connect any communication device to 
any other communication device, and direct its behaviour accurately – whether 
fridge display to mobile phone, business call to automatic stock inventory.  
 
The future horizon for telecoms is to provide the customer with a 'universal' 
services. Wherever they are in the landscape of devices, users will be able to 
identify themselves exactly and easily, sending and receiving the information they 
precisely need. Ribbit's platform and developer kit provides all the resources and 
tools for vocal telephony to innovate towards this horizon, backed up by BT's 
extensive infrastructure and cross-industry presence. (Ribbit is a proprietary 
platform, so revenue would come from licensing, co-developing and support).  
 
So the innovation teams milling around in the hangar at Adastral Park had a toolkit 
(Ribbit, other sonic software like programming.org, the usual buckets of hackday 
materials), a context (changing patterns in usage of voice across many platforms 
and social groups), and a clear commercial agenda, summed up for me by one 
executive's words: “in this landscape, how do we get at the billable minutes?” As 
the next three days were to prove, by any and every diverse strategy necessary. 
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Before getting down to the coding, soldering, props-making and brand-creating, the 
groups experienced what myself and Alexandra Deschamps-Sonsino, CEO of 
Tinker and co-organiser of the event, had described as a 'TED-style conference' 
around the voice in telephony. The full range of speakers' presentations will be 
available on the BT Vox website (http://btvox.wordpress.com), but the selection on the 
day focussed on some of the most intriguing contexts for the future of telephony. 
What are younger generations' attitudes towards voice usage, as they text and 



bluetooth-share and video away with their smartphones? With speech-synthesis 
becoming a key element of automated customer services, how good (and bad) can 
it get? Where does voice figure in the increasing centrality of games and game-like 
interactions to consumers? And how can listening become an element of your 
interaction with devices?  
 
Alison Black is a researcher into mobile phone usage – she's well aware of the 
dominance of texting and social networking in young users' interaction behaviour. 
But in comparing their attitudes to text and voice, she noticed some useful 
distinctions. Voice can be a much more practical medium (“instead of texting back 
and forth, let's sort it out in a call”), and also more emotionally direct (we joke and 
flirt in text, but voice is a 'hotter' medium). And as young people are perpetually 
testing and defining their identities, for themselves and against others, the playful 
phone-prank can be an enjoyable subversion of the integrity implied by a phone-call 
(eg, Channel Four's Fonejacker).  
 
But Alison's conclusion was that young people would want voice services that 
provided them with both a sense of control, and the opportunity for “saying 
something about 'me'”. Let your phone talk back to you in a funny voice, but only if 
you can control the functionality; let voice messages become the trigger for other 
media (say, text-to-speech), but only if this is easy to enable and disable, moment 
by whim-laden moment. And let these services be instantaneous and “deliver well”, 
so they can enable “small-scale ice-breaking” among teenagers, in their constant 
social flux. 
 
Starting from an entirely different commercial imperative - the use of credible and 
non-irritaing synthetic voices in customer management software - Matthew Aylett 
from Cereproc continued the same humanistic perspective as Alison: how can the 
power of the voice to establish intimacy and trust be best used, even when there 
are no humans serving the consumer?  
 
Their demonstration showed how we can make artificial voices simulate many 
reaches of our emotional repetoire - confidence/doubt, happy/sad, clipped/warm 
(though not the extremes of ecstasy or rage). And the application of their 
techniques to the artificial voice of American film critic Roger Ebert, who had lost 
his speech due to throat cancer, showed how sensitively synthetic speech can 
express an emotional exchange.  
 
Adrian Hon brought us back to the cutting popular edge of voice usage - the way 
that games, and games platforms, are beginning to integrate telephony into their 
interactions with users. Voice has been a communication option for multiplayer 
online gamers for a few years now, increasing bandwidth enabling conversations 
between opponents or fellow team members.  
 
But in showcasing his work with Six To Start, Adrian showed how voice becomes a 
new and intriguing element in less console-based, more sociable forms of 
gameplay - for example, the telephone messages propelling the July 2010 edition 
of Wired magazine which had a game embedded in its pages. Or Smokescreen, 



the Channel Four edu-game about online ethics which embedded characters' 
conversations as accessible phone messages. Or more experimental initiatives like 
'subtle mobs', where pairs of individuals use telephony to set up their encounters in 
public to share stories and perform fantasy roles. Adrian concluded that telephony  
is one of the next frontiers for games-based interaction design: using voice could 
tap into the same 'embodied' and 'intuitive' experiences that Nintendo's Wii platform 
have made its own in the marketplace.   
 
Finally on the day, Ben Cave from Somethin' Else described the science behind 
Papa Sangre, the world's first audio-only computer game, launched initially as an 
iPhone app. Binaural audio in the player's earphones helps them to exactly place 
sounds in an imaginable space. White noise was fired at a test head, which picked 
up thousands of noises as data points, which were then built up into an immersive 
environment that matches the movements of the players' console. Cave noted that 
listening is a largely undervalued mode of interaction for most of us in everyday life. 
That came into sharp relief when playtesting showed that blind users were the most 
skilled and competitive players of Papa Sangre. What might higher-definition in the 
audio codecs that comprise the quality of telephony open up, as an interactive 
space? What practices of active speaking-and-listening, triggering new services 
and functions, could be explored?  
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The mini-TED on voice had set up a field of possibilities around voice for the BT 
Vox teams. Voice as both an object to be irreverently played around with, and a 
source of trust, authority and authenticity; as a direct mode of expression that help 
us step back from the interactive melee of our smartphone lives, and a new 
element in live game-play on proliferating new platforms. Now Alexandra 
Deschamps-Sonsino, CEO of Tinker and co-producer of this event, set them three 
appropriate design tasks: 
 

1) Design a game that uses voice and gets its users to make long-term 
changes 
 
2) Make BT's services more relevant by designing an innovative new 
service that uses voice 
 
3) Make a BT service more human by introducing a voice dimension. 
 

Each team would be composed of a Maker ("you are technically savvy"), a 
Presenter ("you know how to sell an idea"), a Creative ("you are creative and 
hands-on") and an Organiser ("you know what it takes to get things done"). As 
the teams created avatars for themselves, with varying degrees of seriousness 
- from "we're Cashcow, and here's a picture of two bulls making a deposit", to 
"we're Katha, the Indian word for storytelling" - JP Rangaswami emphasized 
the quick and agile nature of this process. 
 



BT needed to lower its rate whereby research and ideas were convertible to a 
product or service: whatever was successfully created in this event should be 
no more than 90 days away to production time. And JP focussed the teams on 
how concrete their commercial challenge was: "replacing lost minutes" 
(meaning billable or otherwise monetisable telephony) was the target of the 
event.  
 
So the first wave of design "iteration" from the teams - or what Samuel Beckett 
once called the process of "failing again, failing better" - began. Groups of 
participants took themselves into corners of the Adastral hanger and 
brainstormed self-defensively, or huddled round laptops and fiddled with craft 
material, or burst into occasional fits of laughter at moments of discovery (or 
pratfall), or loitered around trying to check out the opposition's progress. 
Available at all times were teams of programmers and designers from both 
Tinker and Ribbit: they were regularly pulled over by solutions-hungry teams 
seeking to build a working bridge of code between one gripping service idea, 
and the eventual moment of working demonstration at the end of the fourth 
day. 
 
Over the next day and half, there were three separate presentations of the 
teams' ideas: the last one judged by a panel (including the current author) with 
the authority to choose three ranked winners. A brief summary of each project 
follows, in their mature final version: 
 
Voicezilla: "A voice chat application that works" 
 
Presented by Ted Griggs from Ribbit, Voicezilla demonstrated how voice 
messages delivered by any means (but here, via BT's Chrysalis operating 
system for tablet devices) could easily be turned into a range of data objects - a 
pop-up on another device's screen (involving a text transcription) or a sound 
file/voice-mail.  
 
It's Me: "transforming the experience of making and receiving calls" 
 
This team proposed a call-management service that would allow callers to 
arrange between them whether their phones' ringtone could become an audible 
voice message, triggered by the pre-selected priority of the caller (for example, 
family members whose messages get top priority - an infirm mother, a daughter 
who's pick-up from school has failed).  
 
Fingertips 
 
Taking the iPad (and tablet computing generally) as a platform device, the 
Fingertips team explored how the tactical and physical interface of these 
devices could easily allow phone users to manage their calls and connections. 
 
Harmony: "to the right people, in the right place, at the right time" 
 



This project aimed to use BT's fixed line services to ensure that any calls made 
to the home could be selectively redistributed, using the Ribbit middleware, to 
any device or platform in use by the modern consumer, and identifying the 
particular human receiver precisely ("imagine your mistress was calling..."). For 
example, a call to the fixed line could come through any of the data channels 
on a smartphone (and not just as a voice-mail object, but transformed into text 
also - sms, e-mail, or tweet/update).  
 
Talkspace 
 
This project attempted to fuse the ability to easily create friendship and affinity 
groups through Facebook or Twitter, with an vision of voice-data being just as 
flexible and exchangeable as text or image. Using Ribbit as a distribution and 
conversion platform, Talkspace showed how groups could use voice 
messaging as a way to organise their families, amateur sports teams, business 
schedules, cultural enthusiasms.  
 
Chatterbox  
 
Chatterbox was another utilisation of Ribbit to add value on top of the existing 
BT bundle of services - a message management service using existing 
distribution channels.  
 
Fan Vox: "Voice connect celebrities and fans" 
 
This service ran with the idea of voice objects as things to enjoy, play with, and 
respond to - and connected that to the ever-increasing phenomenon of 
celebrity and fandom. Demonstrated as an iPhone application, FanVox allows 
users to subscribe to regular voice messages from pop music or sporting stars 
- and then use them in a social-networked way, responding with their own voice 
messages (and that of their friends), all shared with a fan network. Possible 
revenue streams included branding opportunities, free ad sponsorship of 
inbound call (or subscription), a royalty share with celebrity voice content.  
 
Tell Me More: "Talk and learn from buyers who are in the know" 
 
Again, a service exploring the notion of the potential ubiquity and 
embeddedness of voice objects throughout our information networks. Tell Me 
More proposes to add voice and telephony to the active reviewing community 
that can be found in online commerce sites like Amazon and eBay. Clicking on 
a 'Tell Me More" icon connects a user to a volunteer adviser who can speak 
knowledgeably about the product. Using voice-to-text conversion in the Ribbit 
platform, voice reviews are also possible.  
 
Voiceflicks 
 
Voiceflicks takes ubiqutious telephony networks to an obvious spot in the 
social-media landscape - sites like Flickr where photos and images are lovingly 



uploaded and curated. Voiceflicks enables users to add audio commentary to 
these images, again using Ribbit as a connecting middleware.  
 
Holla: "Brings your friends together online when they are not" 
 
Registrants to live online gaming communities is estimate at 217 million strong 
- but at any one time, around 100 million of them are offline. Holla aims to  
connect up games users, games platforms and ubiquitous telephony. 
Embedded into interfaces, Holla allows games to identify which friends are not 
online, and - while in-game - facilitates a telephony connection (whether voice, 
text, or voice-to-text) to bring those friends online.  
 
Louder/Squish: "What Wii did for motion, we are doing for voice" 
 
How might vocal input itself become a major technique for use in gaming? This 
group asked us to be inspired by the way that Nintendo's Wii recast the 
console gaming experience as a physical, energetic act, and begin to think 
about how a human faculty just as natural as movement - voice - could also be 
used. They demonstrated a hilarious game which used crowd participation to 
tilt a see-saw back and forth, using voice recognition technology embedded in 
the Ribbit platform. But the general prospectus was about getting a generation 
lost in texting to be reconnected to voice, as a means of interacting with their 
personal technologies - and what better way than through gaming?  
 

-o0o- 
 
It might be useful to map out the projects on the following diagram, on a 
spectrum between the core and current offerings of BT as a voice telephony 
provider, and a future for telephony in an entirely new area of social and 
technological development: 
 
                                          BT shifts the paradigm on voice 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                
                                          BT does effective voice networks 
 
 
Following Alexandra Deschamps-Sonsino's earlier injunction that teams should 
"follow the fun" in their proposals, the Squish/Louder proposal was notable for the 
collective joy its demonstration generated. My own researches and writings in play 

Voicezilla, It's Me, Fingertips 
 

BT simply adding new features to existing voice 
network functionality – call followup, call waiting, 
messaging  

BT using voice networks to make the 
modern work-life balance manageable 

Chatterbox, Harmony, 
Talkspace 

Holla, Voiceflicks, Tell Me 
More, Fan Vox, Talkspace 

BT using voice networks to respond to passionate 
user communities beyond the family (Holla/gamers, 
Tell Me More/Amazon reviewers, FanVox/celeb 
followers, Talkspace/generic user communities) 

Louder 
BT beginning to think about how platforms might 
enable new behaviours or amplify old ones – 
from thinking about the essential faculty of voice 
(similar to Wii & iPhone/Pad thinking about touch 
/motion/visuality) 



note that these moments of joyful engagement is where significant learning and 
self-development happens.ii 
 
I was also struck by the way the Louder team took lessons from both Adrian Hon's 
and Alison Black's presentations at the beginning: Adrian's precise framing of the 
“natural” potential for voice as a new mode for gaming, and Alison's sense of the 
joy and pleasure in self-expression and pushing boundaries that comes through 
youthful (and youth-like) usage of interaction design.  
 
A rich proprietory R&D slate could be built up around voice input for BT – but one 
driven by the diversive energies of the play-and-games spectrum. In speaking to 
the Squish/Louder group, it was very easy for them to imagine possible new games 
for the platform – everything from Hide and Seek to Debating Games to Accent 
Mimicry. Voice interaction through games may well embed a long-term expectation 
for voice input as one of the “natural” modes of access to our information services.  
 
The US business magazine Fast Company ran a piece on Apple's innovation 
culture recentlyiii: two of the lessons are titled. “Go Into Your Cave” and “Play By 
Your Own Clock"  If BT wished to conduct a “reimagining” of a century-long legacy 
in voice services that could readily tap into the native ingenuity of BT in science and 
engineering, platform and infrastructure - then applying that to, and drawing energy 
from, the global and cross-generational cultures of gaming and play might be the 
way to do it.  
 
What was interesting about the challenge set by the teams was the way that many 
of their network and service offerings tried to stay close to passionate user 
communities. Talkspace seemed to have thought about voice as a social object 
most clearly – the presentation came over as Audioboo-meets-Facebook/Ning. 
There is real potential for a voice-driven social network content platform to help us 
curate our own vocal landscape – somewhere between the lengthy, edited 
experience of the podcast, and the wilder, short-form diversity of YouTube. (The 
monetisation of this would of course have to be carefully handled, given the 
potential for what one of the judges of the process, Kevin Myers, called "bill shock").  
 
The "fun", generosity and good spirits that was evident throughout the iterations of 
the BT Vox event have their own value, apart from the obvious business agenda of 
finding new ways to build up "billable minutes" for the company. It seemed to me, 
as co-designer with Tinker, that the whole four days were a great validation of 
design-by-iteration – or to use an older learning methodology, that of Howard 
Gardner's “multiple intelligences” (where number-smarts and logic-smarts were 
enriched by body-smarts, team-smarts and heart-smarts, all operating together in a 
richly reinforcing manner). And indeed, of play as “adaptive potentiation” - 
simulating possibilities under mutually-agreed rules to enhance one's prospects of 
survival, reproduction and flourishing. 
 
Those of us who passing briefly through BT at this time can see the challenges and 
transformations it faces. We'll be keen to see whether voice services will follow 
some of the exciting new lines of development opened up by the BT Vox event.  
 



Pat Kane 
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i http://www.gartner.com/it/page.jsp?id=874012 and 

http://www.wired.com/magazine/2010/07/st_thompson_deadphone/ 
ii See http://www.theplayethic.com 
iii http://www.fastcompany.com/magazine/147/apple-nation.html 


